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Deliverable <D 9.133> 

Abstract 
 
This deliverable reports a review of the performances of plug-in devices and built-in cameras and mobile 
apps available on the market and identifies gaps where further research should be focused. This review 
was developed under the joint work of all partners and experts of the SHAMISEN SINGS Consortium on the 
task 2.1. (WP2).  
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Brief description of WP2 and task 2.1 goals of the SHAMISEN SINGS project  

WP 2 – Citizen participation in radiation measurements.  

Lead: ISS; Partners FMU, IRSN, UAB, ISGlobal; Expert: V. Chumak 

Experiences after the Chernobyl and Fukushima accidents have clearly shown that self-made 
measurement of radiation can create opportunities for providing information to individuals and 
empowering them to take an active role in their own radiation protection decisions, thus regaining 
control on their lives. It also facilitates comprehension of individual exposure and official limits. The 
use of these technologies should then be encouraged, but minimum standards of quality and 
reliability should be fostered and their misuse should be avoided. At the same time, data collected 
by the general public can be used to compare and integrate with data from conventional off-site 
monitoring and modeling tools. The self-measurement process thus becomes part of the necessary 
actions that are to be taken to rebuild trust in RP authorities and technical experts. In addition, both 
in Chernobyl and Fukushima (and previously in A-bomb survivors), reconstruction of individual 
doses and estimation of group doses was based on surveys of affected populations to reconstruct 
their whereabouts (locations, migration routes, stay in- or outdoors, administration of stable iodine 
and application of other countermeasures). With modern technologies including mobile devices and 
dedicated APPs, most of this data can be collected automatically. 

Objectives: To improve the use of plug-in devices and APPs that allow different sectors of the 
population to perform their own radiation dose measurements, and facilitate the collection of data, 
essential for dose reconstruction. 

Task 2.1 Critical review of existing plug-in’s and apps to turn smart devices in radiation 

detectors 

The last years have seen a wide development of plug-in devices or apps able to turn smartphones 
into radiation detectors (in particular through the built-in cameras). Some devices/apps are already 
available for sale or patented. The plug-in devices are diodes, Geiger counters, scintillators and can 
consequently detect external radiation as counts or dose rate. Other devices are under 
development, e.g. spectrometry of radioisotopes or measurements of iodine in thyroid, but these 
are for professional use (e.g. for rescue personnel), so they use sophisticated technologies and are 
costly. The quality, accuracy, reproducibility and limitation of these technologies is expected vary 
considerably, especially when used in real situations.   
In this project, we aim to review plug-in devices and apps that are available for sale or as prototypes. 
For some technologies, measurement testing in reference irradiation conditions in the laboratory 
will be performed in order to evaluate their performance.    
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Critical review of existing plug-in’s and apps to turn smart devices in 

radiation detectors 

The Review scope and structure  

The scope of the review is a) to gather and describe the characteristics of plug-in devices, built-

in cameras and mobile apps that turn smartphones into radiation detectors, available on the 

market; b) to identify gaps in technical and social/ethical aspects whose fulfillment would help 

to improve the usage of such devices/tools for citizen self-made measurements.  

To this purpose, we collected information from the scientific literature and from technical 

sheets of plug-in devices and Smartphone internal cameras available on the market. In the 

attempt to be more exhaustive, the web search was done in six languages: English, Spanish, 

Ukrainian, Russian, Japanese and Italian.  

After a brief Introduction on the lessons learned by past experiences, the review is structured 

in 6 sections:  

 Types of citizen-based technologies for detection of ionizing radiation  

 Operating principles 

 Requirements for citizen measurement tools 

 Methodology of this study 

 Built-in camera sensors: General properties and Specifics from the producer’ web pages 

 Plug-in detectors: General properties and Specifics from the producer’ web pages 

 Summary of the research gaps 

Lessons learned by past experiences 

It is a fact that citizen engagement in local decision-making processes is growing, especially 

with respect to environmental issues. This is partly due to a change in attitude among citizens, 

and partly to a recent development of sensor and communication technologies and the 

widespread use of social media. An example are the weather stations operated by amateurs: 

these provide crucial data sources, supplying timely and high-density monitoring data for local 

weather information.  

The Shamisen project, which analyzed experiences after the Chernobyl and Fukushima 

accidents, clearly showed that radiation measurements can help people to better apprehend 

and manage their situation, especially if they have the training and tools to make the 

measurements by themselves. In particular, in Fukushima, self-made radiation measurements 

created opportunities for:  

 providing information to individuals 

 empowering individuals to take an active role in their own decisions, thus regaining 

control on their lives 

 increasing insight of individual exposure and official limits 

 comparing and integrating official data from off-site monitoring 
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On the contrary, the Chernobyl experience demonstrated a deficiency of public involvement in 

data collection and dissemination at the emergency and early phases, mainly due to lack of 

training, communication restrictions under a totalitarian state, education, methodological 

unity, etc. and evidenced the need for developing suitable tools. However, the situation has 

changed lately, and people residing at the contaminated areas have had an opportunity to 

measure and apprehend radiation doses in local food products, etc. (projects: ETHOS & CORE). 

 

Information and communication technologies and uses have evolved rapidly since Fukushima 

(7 years ago). In parallel, the number of mobile phones is expected to increase in the next ten 

years: 70% of the world’s population will use smartphones by 2020. Therefore, self-made 

measurements by the public will very likely increase in the future, both in emergencies and in 

normal situations. This trend is observed in exposure to ionizing radiation exposures as well in 

other types of environmental exposures, as also demonstrated by the number of EU activities 

in this direction (Figueiredo Nascimentoet al., 2016) 

 

One of SHAMISEN’s conclusions (2017) is that populations will undoubtedly make use of 

available APPs and devices, regardless of their reliability or accuracy, and no matter how much 

the authorities discourage their use. In addition, inevitable data sharing among affected 

communities, as well as on social media and the internet (crowdsourcing), may raise concerns 

about privacy and scientific quality. Therefore, the development of such new technologies 

should be encouraged- and not prevented- by authorities, but support and advice from 

radiation protection experts should be ensured. In this context, it is important to evaluate the 

performances of available tools, so as to provide clear instructions to citizens and recommend 

those which comply with minimum performance criteria and, in the best of cases, have also 

been validated. 

1. Types of citizen based technologies for ionizing radiation detection 

The available tools for self-made measurements of ionizing radiation exposure can be 

separated in two large groups:  

Tools for direct measurements: 

1. Built-in mobile phone camera sensors used as radiation detectors through dedicated 

mobile APPs. 

2. Solid state or gas detectors that can be plugged in or connected to the smartphone (via 

cable, BT or WI-FI) with display, storage and sharing of data through dedicated mobile 

APPs or with an incorporated display to check the dose anytime. 

 

Web published radiation measurements 

1. Public websites providing freely accessible public maps reporting official data from 

networks of environmental radiation measurement stations. 

2. Public websites providing freely accessible public maps reporting data measured by 

citizens, often in the framework of projects. 

2. Methodology of this study 
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The market offers several apps, devices and websites to allow citizens to measure or calculate 

their own dose. This review collected information from scientific literature and from the 

technical sheets of available products on the market. In the attempt to be more exhaustive, the 

web search was done in six languages: English, Spanish, Ukrainian, Russian, Japanese and 

Italian. The scientific literature is not very abundant. It is partly made of papers or studies 

carried out by producers or APPs developers (e.g. Qing-Yang Wei et al. Nucl Sci Tech 2017; Tith 

and Chankow, Open J Appl Sci 2016), although some papers from scientific institutions are also 

available (Van Hoey et al. RPD 2016; Cogliati et al. 2014, Alessandri, PLOS curr. 2017).  The 

APPs using software analysis of the digital images which were tested in the papers reviewed in 

this report are: iRad, Wikisensor, Geiger Camera, Radioactivity Counter, Geiger CCD and 

Gamma/X-ray Detector, Radioactivity Meter. Furthermore, for this review, we analyzed the 

producers’ data for Radioactivity Meter – Spit consult; RadSensor – Zhang Hong; and 

GammaPixLite. Most of the producer sites do not provide appropriate and sufficient 

information on the correct use.. 

For the plug-in solid state or gas detectors, we found producers’ description of:  

- Atom Simple: a miniature device containing an ionizing radiation sensor (Geiger-Muller 

counter) and an electronic circuit. 

- GammaSapiens Ecotest application (Ukraine): a gamma-radiation detector "Gamma 

Sapiens" (Geiger-Muller counter) or dosimeters MKS-05 "TERRA" and RKS-01 "STORA-

TU" (built-in gamma and beta Geiger-Muller counters) 

- Gamma Guard: connected to CT007 radiation detectors (plastic scintillator and silicon 

photomultiplier) 

- Radiation Watch UK Smart Geiger (semiconductor sensor) and Pocket Geiger (Geiger-

Muller tube with Ne+ Halogen)  

It is expected that the general public will more easily download mobile APPs dedicated to 

measure ionizing radiation through smartphone built-in cameras, rather than the plug-in 

devices. Mobile APPs are free or extremely cheap and more easily used by everyone. Plug-in 

devices will be mostly used under expert guidance and in the framework of institutional 

projects. For this reason, in this review we mainly focused on performances by mobile APPs 

and built-in cameras, with the aim of evaluating their quality, accuracy, reproducibility and 

limitations. 

Annex I contains the technical information of these products as downloaded from the 

respective website.  

 

3. Requirements for citizen measurement tools  

The expected characteristics or requirements for a tool that performs self-made measurements 

can be different for Citizens or for Authorities/Decision makers. Both should provide reliable 

dose values. However, Citizens will also be interested in a friendly use, gathering information 

that can be easily used to better protect him/her and their family, and a good cost-to-quality 

ratio. The relevant qualities from the Citizens’ point of view may be summarized as:   

 affordable price (not higher than 100 €) 
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 friendly use 

 provide information suitable to me and my family 

 helps understand the situation and apply appropriate countermeasures 

 negligible battery consumption 

 small and easily portable (< 1 kg) 

 works with rechargeable standard batteries (AA, AAA, 18650 types) 

 works in stand-alone mode and/or connected with a smartphone via a Bluetooth radio 

interface 

 dedicated APPs 

 provides real-time radiation counting and data displaying, saving, sharing and geo-

referencing 

On the other hand, the authorities/decision-makers will look for greater accuracy of 

measurements, or geolocalization. A potential requirement list would be:  

 reasonably sensitive detector 

 open hardware/software to facilitate identification and solution of bugs 

 no possibility to inadvertently modify the measurement processing software and 

settings 

 built-in GPS for field use and geolocalization 

 combined ,  and X-Ray reading 

 measures in micro Sieverts  

 range of 0.001 to 125 mSv/hr 

 internal data logging 

 calibrated with Cesium-137 isotope 

 vibration signal and audio alarm 

 USB connection 

 temperature sensor 

4. Built in camera sensors: General properties 

 

 Operating principles 

Digital cameras of mobile phones are based on the CMOS (Complementary metal oxide 

semiconductor field effect transistor) technology. This converts light signals to electric signals 

which are then further converted from analogic to digital signals. Each sensor consists of many 

(several million) sensor cells, which form the pixels. Each pixel is a p-n diode (photodiode) of 

only a few micrometers in size and is covered by red, green and blue light filters. Photodiodes 

are set under the filters to detect light signals, and some circuits with CMOS transistors amplify 

the electric signal generated by the photodiodes.  

CMOS sensors are the ideal choice for digital cameras in smartphones and tablets due to low 

power consumption and small package, because all of the electronic circuitry can be built into 

single pixels. CMOS are used as digital sensors of visible light in smartphone cameras, but they 

are sensitive also to higher energy photons. CMOS cameras measure radiation by using the 

photoelectric effect and Compton scattering. The released electron is captured in the depletion 
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region of the photodiode. An electric field is used to separate the electron from the hole in the 

depletion region, otherwise they might recombine (Yadid-Pecht and Etienne-Cummings, 2004).  

The measurements are carried out in video mode with black adhesive tape on the camera lenses 

to protect the image from visible light. Interactions of gamma rays with the CMOS chips appear 

as flashing bright spots on the dark background, and can be clearly observed (see image below). 

After measurement, the video file is converted to pictures. The number of bright spots in all 

pictures is counted using a dedicated software. The software analyzes the signals produced by 

the camera sensor with the frame rate of the smartphone and sums up the number of detected 

particles in consecutive selected time periods. The total number of counts is divided by the 

counting time to obtain count rate. 

 

 
Figure: Images taken with a CMOS video camera after a 

large 137Cs source had been exposed nearby (Drukier et 

al, 2011). 

 

 Dose rate dependence and response linearity of built-in camera sensors  

The response of camera detectors is the number of pixels activated per time unit. This number 

is proportional to the radiation dose rate. Linearity was confirmed by several authors (Tith and 

Chankow, 2016; Cogliati et al., 2014; Alessandri, 2017; Trompier, 2013, Van Hoey et al., 2016). 

The response is variable among smartphone samples (see figure below). For this reason, the 

producers provide calibration coefficient customized for single smartphone models. Such 

coefficients are typically available on the producer’s web site or integrated in the application, 

but not all models are covered and some producers have stopped providing new calibration 

curves. 

According to Van Hoey et al. (2016) most applications significantly over- or underestimate the 
dose rate or are not calibrated in terms of dose rate. It should be mentioned that no study tested 
the response to 0.1 Sv/hr, which is the natural background level.   
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Figure: Response of the built-in CMOS as a function of dose rate between 1 and 106 

Sv/h for several smartphones (Trompier, 2013) 

 

 Detector inherent background 

In some smartphone APPs, the sensor noise and the background emission can be measured and 

stored in the memory, and can be subtracted from each sample measure. However, not all APPs 

provide background compensation. 

  

 Sensitivity and detection limit 

The sensitivity of the CMOS radiation detector depends very much on the quality of the CMOS 

and the size of the CMOS chip, rather than on the image resolution or the total number of image 

pixels (Tith and Chankow, 2016). For the same CMOS, the radiation sensitivity depends on the 

time of detection and on the level of visible light. For instance, in dark conditions, the natural 

levels of background radiation from cosmic rays and terrestrial gamma rays was detected in 8 

hours or even 1 day, whereas 0.4 mR/hr level was detected within 7 minutes (Drukier et al, 

2011). This indicates that the measurement time to obtain a reliable measurement depends on 

the radiation exposure level and this message should be transferred clearly to potential users.  
 

 Response variation on environment temperature and device temperature 

Electrons can also be produced by leaky circuits and by heat, even when there is no light. No 

papers were found on this issue. Some APPs save the sensor temperature value for further 

corrections.  

 

 Angular dependence 

Changing the angle of the incoming gamma rays changes what materials the gamma rays travel 

through to get to the sensor. For example, at certain angles the gamma rays will travel through 

the battery before reaching the camera, which can attenuate the gamma rays. The interaction 

can also generate high energy electrons that are detected by the CMOS sensor. The electrons 

scattered from Compton scattering have an angular energy dependence. Both effects change 

the number of observed events (Cogliati et al. 2014). 

Some results show that rotating the smartphone with respect to the source can result in a 

variation of about 10 % (Cogliati et al. 2014; Van Hoey et al. 2016). An example is shown in this 

figure for a back camera. 
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 Radiation energy response 

Ideally, the response of an ionising radiation dosimeter should not depend on the energy of the 

incoming radiation. A considerable energy dependence was observed below 100 keV but not 

for the higher energy range that is more relevant for accident/radiological emergency scenarios 

(Cogliati et al. 2014; Van Hoey et al. 2016). An example is reported in the figure below. The back 

and front camera sensors show typically different response in energy which could be explained 

by different intrinsic characteristics of the sensors used for the two cameras (Van Hoey et al. 

2016).  

 
 

 

Figure: Energy response in H*(10) of some camera sensors relative to 60Co 

fields of different energies. The top and bottom plots show, respectively, the 

results for the applications using the back and front cameras. (Van Hoey et al. 

2016) 
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 Noise removal 

There are two main sources of noise: one is thermal noise, which increases as the temperature 

increases, and the other is due to pixels that are defective. The defective pixels, or `bad pixels' 

may for instance light up periodically, miscategorizing a bad pixel as actual signal. Several 

image processing techniques have been tested to try and remove the bad pixel signal from the 

images, with the constraint that the cellphone has much more restrictive processing 

performance than desktop computers. For instance, every computation will decrease the 

battery life, the processors on the cellphone are slower than desktop processors, and there is 

less memory available. Furthermore, preliminary processing should be done on the phone, 

because transfer of pictures to a central server requires bandwidth and traffic which may not 

be available in case of an accident. 

 

 Influence of visible light on the camera sensor 

Ambient light interferes with radiation detection. In presence of full light, radiation dose rates of 

40 Sv/hr were reported as 400 SvR/hr by the system (Drukier et al, 2011). This means that light 

contributes to a background level of more than 30 Sv/hr. Therefore, the camera lens has to be 

covered with a light-tight black tape or a combination of tape and aluminum foil, to exclude all 

light. Due to the masking and the camera lens, no α particles can be detected. Furthermore, 

putting a tape on the lens is inconvenient and may compromise the camera’s optical lens (Qing-

Yang Wei et al. Nucl. Sci. Tech., 2017). Some algorithms are under development to survey 

ionizing radiations in real time without requiring covering the camera lens (see, for instance, 

Qing-Yang Wei et al. 2017).  

 

 Irradiation facilities used in literature 

Typically, 60Co or 137Cs sources were used in the literature. Van Hoey et al. (2016) performed 

ambient dose measurements with a 60Co source, a 137Cs source and X-rays (ISO 4037 narrow 

series) with a dose rate was from 2 to 1000 uSv/h and ambient dose equivalent H*(10) as the 

reference quantity. Trompier (2013) used 0.5 to 100 uSv/h, using ambient dose equivalent 

H*(10).  Alessandri (2017) tested the built in cameras with a set of eight factory-calibrated 

point sources: 133Ba (t = 10 year), 109Cd (t = 462.6 day), 57Co (t = 271 day), 60Co (t = 5.27 year), 
54Mn (t= 312 day), 22Na (t = 2.6 year) and 65Zn (t = 244 day) at 3.7×10 Bq on May 2015, 109Cd (t 

= 463 day) and 22Na (t = 2.6 year) at 3.7×10 Bq on Apr 2015. The only tests in real scenarios 

(i.e. subway stations) were reported by Drukier et al (2011). 

 

 Geolocalization 

Hultquist and Cervone (2017) analyzed and statistically compared the citizen-volunteered 

(SAFECAST) and the government-generated radiation data (DOE, AIST and JAEA). The paper 

provides a methodology to compare the datasets over time and space. This is necessary because 

dimensions, spatial resolution and area of measurements are different among the four systems.  

 

 

 

 Other issues 
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No papers were found on quality of ergonomics, scientific content, connectivity to internet, data 

sharing (e.g. upload of data on online maps?), availability of tutorials, or interactive chats 

between experts and users available. 

 

 Specifics at producers’ web sites 

Mobile APPs producers provide some information. Most are related to their safe use, such as 

how to mask the camera from visible light, the battery consumption percent, how to download 

the calibration curve. Very little information, if at all, is given on the performance, reliability 

and significance of measurements. It is interesting to note for instance that the GammaPixLite 

webpage reports that the background radiation level is measured in 3-5 minutes, which 

contrasts with the experiences described by scientific literature with different APPs and 

mentioned in the previous sections. The pitfalls or warnings indicated by producers or by users 

are noteworthy, e.g.:  

 No guarantee that the mobile app works on all smartphones with sufficient accuracy 

 Measurements should be all performed at the same temperature and the same up time 

of the mobile phone 

 Automatic monitoring can warn of radiation even when the application is not being 

used. 

 Not all phone models are calibrated. 

 No open sharing of data 

 No tutorials on data interpretation 

 Quite frequently the user claims that the app does not work or is awkward to use 

Examples of technical sheets are reported in Annex I for Radioactivity Meter – Spit consult, 

RadSensor – Zhang Hong, GammaPixLite, Radioactivity Counter.   

 

5. Plug-in detectors: General properties 

• Operating principles 

Plastic scintillators and semiconductor sensors are among solid state detectors found in our 

review. Plastic scintillator counters consist of plastic scintillators coupled with electronic light 

sensors, typically photomultiplier tubes. The scintillator has the property of absorbing the 

energy released by ionizing radiation and of re-emitting it in the form of light, while the 

photomultiplier tube collects the light and convert it into electrons through the photoelectric 

effects; current is then multiplied in multiple dynode stages. In semiconductor detectors, 

ionizing radiation produces a number of free electrons and holes which are proportional to the 

energy transferred from the radiation to the semiconductor. A number of electrons are 

transferred from the valence band to the conduction band, and an equal number of holes are 

created in the valence band. Applying an electric field, electrons and holes travel to the 

electrodes, where they result in a pulse that can be measured. The amount of energy required 

to create an electron-hole pair is known, and is independent of the energy of the incident 
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radiation. Thus, measuring the number of electron-hole pairs allows to determine the intensity 

of the incident radiation. 

Gaseous detectors are based on the technology of Geiger counters. These are used to detect 

radioactive emissions, most commonly beta particles and gamma rays. The counter consists of 

a tube filled with an inert gas. When a Geiger counter is exposed to ionizing radiation, the 

particles penetrate the tube and collide with the gas, releasing more electrons. Positive ions exit 

the tube and the negatively charged electrons become attracted to a high-voltage middle wire. 

When the number of electrons that build up around the wire reaches a threshold, it creates an 

electric current. This causes the temporary closing of a switch and generates an electric pulse 

that is registered on a meter, either acoustically as a click that increases in intensity as the 

ionizing radiation increases, or visually as the motion of a needle pointer. 

 

• Systems developed under institutional scientific projects 

After the Fukushima accident, many residents bought a radiation measurement instrument to 

measure the environmental dose at their living places. Electric shops in Japan sold several 

radiation measurement instruments which cost between 25 and 800 euros. Low-cost radiation 

measurement instruments were not calibrated to national calibration sources. Many residents 

could not measure correctly ambient doses. Some researchers calibrated the instruments to 

their dosimeter. Although several radiation measurement instruments are sold worldwide, it is 

important to supply the detector calibrated by the national calibration sources.  

On the other hand, mobile and transportable systems based on Geiger Mullers or scintillators 

were developed, initially for use on vehicles and were able to measure large contamination 

areas in and around the Fukushima Prefecture. They were developed mainly for the purpose to 

undertake rapid, high-resolution radiological surveying in the immediate aftermath of the 

accident. A nice overview of the Geiger Muller and scintillators developed with this purpose 

was given by Peter G Martin et al (2018): 

“A mobile system was developed by Ikuta et al (2012), to monitor the Shimane Prefecture of 

Japan, using a large germanium (Ge) semiconductor-type detector, transported in the rear of a 

vehicle. This vehicular-based detector follows on from the earlier development of a similar 

platform by Sakamoto et al (2001), who suspended a NaI(Tl) detector outwards from the rear 

of a vehicle in order to determine the extent of any on-road contamination. Similar work at 

KURRI (Kyoto University), led to the production of the KURAMA (and subsequent KURAMA-II) 

platform [Tsuda et al., 2015]. Unlike the Safecast mapping system—the KURAMA system 

featured a solid-state CsI detector, with its higher counting efficiency as well as the ability to 

yield full isotopic results from the incoming radiation. This briefcase sized KURAMA unit was 

initially designed for installation within a vehicle—but was subsequently evolved for use 

through walking or transportation on a bike. Whilst the Safecast system is small and highly 

portable, it is unable to produce an isotopic spectrum of any radiological contamination. The 

KURAMA system on the other hand is considerably larger, with dimensions of 18×20×35 cm 

(outputting measurements recorded over the previous 3 s).” 
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It soon became clear that these systems could also be used to educate citizens on the accident 

impact and extent. Noticing the absence of systems for citizens, the not-for-profit, small 

(15×10×5 cm) Safecast bGeigie-nano device [Safecast, 2016] was developed utilizing specially 

constructed low-cost Geiger–Muller (GM) detector-based instruments that could be 

transported by the public. The cost of this system was $1500 USD, fully-assembled.  

Also, Radiation-Watch (http://www.radiation-watch.org/), a small semiconductor radiation 

detector with a cost of 80 euros, was developed in Japan. The detector is connected to a 

smartphone using an earphone jack. The application to control this detector is installed in the 

smartphone, and it can record measurement data and share it on the website. The response 

time of this detector is 30 seconds. This system could lead to new behaviours in environemntal 

dose measurements in Japan. 

Following the example of Safecast, other projects were born in the following years in other 

countries, e.g. OpenRadiation and MAKING SENSE (GAMMA SENSE) http://making-

sense.eu/campaigns/gamma-sense/. Via the Gamma Sense link on their webpage it is possible 

to download the APP for measuring radiation (in cpm). The authors of the project underline 

that “news about nuclear accidents can delay for about 3 days”, as the past experience showed; 

however, with mobile Apps, such as Gamma Sense (smartphone, laptop or tablet) it is possible 

to know the situation in minutes. The project was designed mainly for citizens that reside near 

nuclear power plants, such as, for example, Bergen op Zoom, Eindhoven and Maastricht. It 

works (through workshops) with a target group of citizens, activists, hackers, civil servants, 

(local) governments and experts in the field of radiation that will help co-create the tool and 

strategy to deploy this infrastructure in the future. “The aim of the GammaSense pilot is to 

develop an emergency-infrastructure that can be deployed within minutes, by activating your 

(covered) webcam from a webpage. This project, whose partners are WISE International and 

several Dutch municipalities, is the third Amsterdam-based pilot of the Making Sense program.” 

 

In addition, Martin and coworkers (2018) have developed a high resolution mapping platform 

to raise public awareness of radiological hazards. This is based on a CsI(Tl) detector, connected 

to smartphones by Bluetooth. The cost however is about $2300 USD fully-assembled without 

accompanying mobile phone, so it is not affordable or at least appealing for a private citizen.  

 

• Specifics at producers’ web sites 

The above described systems were promptly developed in the aftermath of the Fukushima 

accident, and since then the market has increased the offer. Currently, several small, light and 

cheap devices based on GM counter or solid state detectors are available at a low cost. The 

public could buy these devices and use them without the advice of radiation protection experts. 

For this review we have examined the following:   

- Atom Simple (Geiger-Muller counter) 

- GS Ecotest/Gamma Sapiens (Geiger-Muller counter)  

Main characteristics: Measurement range of gamma radiation DER 0,1 – 5000 µSv/h 

Measurement range of gamma radiation DE 0,001 – 9999 mSv Energy range of registered 

http://www.radiation-watch.org/
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gamma radiation 0,05 – 3,00 MeV Wide operating temperature range – from -18 °С to +50 

°С. Only with Iphones. 

- Gamma Guard (plastic scintillator and silicon photomultiplier) 

- Radiation Watch UK Smart Geiger (semiconductor sensor)  

Main characteristics: Measurement range of gamma radiation DER 0,1 – 200 µSv/h 

Linearity 97% 20-120 µSv/h. With Iphones and Androids. 

- Radiation Watch Pocket Geiger (Geiger-Muller tube with Ne+ Halogen)  

Main characteristics: Measurement mode Sv, Bq, Bq/g Equivalent dose rate 

measurement range of gamma radiation(CPM) 0.6 ~ 500 Sv/h Measuring range, 

γ(gamma) radiation energy 0.0595 ~ 3.0Mev Operating temperature: from -1 Cto +50 

C. 

6. Aspects related to social/ethical aspects 

 Use of citizens’ data by institutions and mass media in case of nuclear emergency. Will the 

general public trust citizen-based data more than official data (growing mistrust of the 

general public in own country’s elites)? 

An insight is given by Feldhoff, Societies, 2018, who concludes: “Japan’s power elites still show 

little interest in a genuine dialogue with the public; energy policy is heavily influenced by 

lobbying; and the sneaking suspicion that they are given false information leads to 

disenchantment, disillusionment and lethargy in far too many citizens. This problem (amongst 

many others) is resulting in a decreasing turnout at national and local elections. Civic 

engagement in Japan should therefore focus on gaining more influence on the political 

discourse and its topics, on political agenda-setting and collaborative planning and policy. A 

more critical role for the domestic mass media is essential to more deeply embed nuclear issues 

into the larger public discourse; to prevent the nuclear industry from returning to business as 

usual; and to build a broad societal consensus on the way forward. It is one of the great 

challenges in the ‘risk society’ to overcome the inability of traditional structures to deal with 

risk and uncertainty. Central to this, it seems, is a re-configuration of the complex and dynamic 

relationship between the citizen and the state.” 

 

 Educating the general public on radiation, radiation effect and risk?  

There are many key supports to educate and communicate the radiation effects and risks to the 

general public in Japan through the use of mobile phones. For example, dialogue seminars with 

the general public were held by ICRP (Lochard J. The recommendations of ICRP publication 111 

in the light of the ICRP dialogue initiative in Fukushima. Ann ICRP Fukushima Dialogue 

Proceedings: 110-118; 2016.). They communicated with the general public on daily life 

improvements, such as how to live in contaminated area and how to eat usual food around 

them. Furthermore, NPOs (Nonprofit Organizations) helped the general public reduce their 

anxiety from radiation exposure (Ando R. Measuring, discussing, and living together: Lessons 

from 4 years in Suetsugi. Ann ICRP 45: 75-83; 2016.). The general public obtained information 

regarding radiation effects and risks mainly from mass media (newspaper and TV 

programmes), social media (Twitter and Facebook), and websites on internet. In particular, 
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Twitter became a good science communication tool for the general public in the aftermath of   

the Fukushima accident (Tsubokura M, Onoue Y, Torii HA, Suda S, Mori K, Nishikawa Y, Ozaki 

A, Uno K. Twitter use in scientific communication revealed by visualization of information 

spreading by influencers within half a year after the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant 

accident. PloS one 13: e0203594; 2018.).  

 

 Educating young generations, for instance through students’ engagement? 

This topic has been treated by Jochen et al. 2014, whose paper offers several insights. Here we 

report an extract from his conclusions concerning the use of smartphones as radiation 

detectors by students: 

“It is a fact that measuring radioactivity with smartphones and tablet PCs with the help of 

available apps is possible for everyone. So, from our point of view, it is an important mission 

for teachers and educators to become better informed about what is possible in the physics lab 

with these devices, and, if appropriate, to teach students to use these tools responsibly (in 

addition to the other, “traditional” radiation measuring instruments and techniques) especially 

with this sensitive content.  On the one hand, this valuable possibility might result in students 

engaging in the topic in their free time. On the other hand, it is also a risk that students left alone 

without any support do not use these tools appropriately because operating the app is not as 

easy as the “plug-and-play” operation of other smartphone sensors. And this could lead to 

undesirable consequences concerning their learning and understanding, especially in this 

context (as reported in the introductory paragraph). Therefore, it is important to prepare 

students for the use of these devices as radiation counters in classroom physics education. 

Using mobile devices in classroom settings might seem to decrease their mobility value. 

However, recent studies have shown that learning with these tools leads to better 

understanding and to a higher self-efficacy (with regard to the lesson topic) even in physics 

classroom settings. Our group is currently studying how an appropriate curriculum with 

smartphones as radiation detectors affects learning and motivation. So, from our point of view, 

there are good and important reasons for teachers and educators to also implement 

smartphones or tablet PCs as radiation sensors within the framework of an appropriate 

curriculum. It will improve students’ learning and motivation in physics and, above all, prepare 

them to use experimental tools adequately, especially with this sensitive content, before using 

them in their everyday lives.” 

 Other issues 

No papers on the description of legal aspects (for instance responsibility for wrong or 

inaccurate geolocalization or dose rate measurements) were found. 

Regarding the economic impact, no specific papers dedicated to radiation monitoring were 

found. However, insights can be gained by several papers on the cost benefit of face-to-face vs. 

virtual communication to public in other fields of emergencies.  
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Summary of the identified gaps deserving further research 

Technical gaps  

 The majority of tests in literature have been carried out by producers: there is a need to 

repeat these tests by independent labs. 

 The majority of tests in literature have been carried out under lab conditions: there is a 

need to repeat these tests in natural environmental radiation fields. 

 Data in literature have been collected with laboratory source dose rates. Performance of 

detectors should be studied at the environmental dose rate, i.e. within 10-1 microSv/h 

and 10 mSv/h (95-99% of measurements that can be performed by the general public 

during an accident fall in this dose rate range).  

 No tests on repeatability of measurements at low dose rate have been done. 

 There are few or no studies of response to cosmic radiation. 

 There are few or no studies that evaluate the detector inherent background. 

 Most studies have only analyzed the response to dose and dose rate. An analysis of the 

following parameters seems to be lacking: day by day response stability, response 

variation with environmental temperature, response variation with device temperature. 

 Analysis of the impact of incorrect calibration or how improving calibration procedures 

can advance measurement quality and reliability, are needed. 

 Previous studies seem to have ignored parameters which play a relevant role in the good 

use of these devices, such as:  

 ergonomy 

 scientific content 

 

Gaps related to social/ethical aspects  

 How can the data collected by citizens be used by institutions and mass media in case of 

a nuclear emergency?  

 Will the general public trust the citizens’ based data more than the official data? 

 Can these data help in the management of a nuclear emergency?  

 Will people wish to share their own data for their own medical checking or surveillance; 

or in general, for environmental monitoring and epidemiological studies? 

 How can these tools be useful to educate public on radiation effects and risks?   

 How can they be used among young generations, e.g. through school? 

 Do the benefits (people engaging in the topic) of using these tools outweigh the risks  

(misuse due to inadequate support)?   

 Legal aspects should be explored (cf. responsibility for wrong or inaccurate 

geolocalization or dose rate measurements). 

 Economic impact. 
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ANNEX I. List of technical sheet 

 
 

1. Mobile apps able to convert to counts the signal coming from the built-in camera sensor  

  

Radioactivity Meter – Spit consult 
 
Information source: https://androidappsapk.co/detail-radioactivity-meter/ 

 
 

 
Use your smartphone as a Geiger counter to measure the 
radioactive radiation in your environment. The app uses the 
noise induced by the radioactive radiation in the 
smartphone's hardware to detect and quantify the 
radioactivity. 
The most important part for the detection of the 
radioactivity is the camera chip of the smartphone. During 
the measurement absolutely no incident light is allowed for 
the camera. Therefore, the camera lens must be sealed e.g. 
by a black insulating tape. Of course you can keep the lens 
shut by your finger, but sometimes a little light shines 
through the fingers. In this case use at least additionally a 
cloth to shut the lens. 

First calibrate the radioactivity-meter for your smartphone-hardware: 
a) Fix the zero point where no radioactivity is caught by the smartphone. The zero point must be fixed at the 

lowest temperature of all future measurements. 
b) Measure the radioactivity at a place, where the current radioactivity is known and assign this known gauge 

value and its unit to the value, measured by your smartphone to establish a relation between the internal 
hardware-dependent values of the smartphone and the real absolute quantity of radioactivity. The more exact 
the calibration and the higher the gauge value, the better the measurement results. From then on your 
radioactivity-meter is able to indicate the current radioactivity. 

Due to the different hardware of the various smartphones we cannot ensure, that Radioactivity-Meter works on 
all smartphones with sufficient accuracy. 
Since Radioactivity-Meter uses statistical algorithms to calculate the stochastic noise processes, the measuring 
situations should be always as similar as possible to avoid deviations of the metered values: same ambient 
temperature (without the zero point fixing), same up time of the smartphone, same method for sealing the camera 
lens etc. For this reason only single measurements are possible, no continuous measurements. 
The way you use your smartphone determines at least the tendency for changes of the radioactivity radiation. 
Updated 2012 
 
Users comments and assessment: 
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RadSensor – Zhang Hong 
 
Information source: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=cn.org.italian.app.radsensor&hl=it 
 

 
 
RadSensor is a simple Geiger-Müller counter, based on camera lens of Android smartphone, for detecting 
strong radiation, such as industrial radioactive sources. [WARNING: USE AT YOUR OWN RISK]  

Updated July 18, 2016 
 
Users comments and assessment: 

 

 
 

  

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=cn.org.italian.app.radsensor&hl=it
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GammaPixLite 
 
Information source:  
https://www.abc.es/tecnologia/moviles-aplicaciones/20130817/abci-detecta-radiactividad-

movil-

201308171357.htmlhttps://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.ImageInsightInc.GammaPixLite&hl=es 

 

 
 
Do you feel worried about accidental exposure to 
radioactive material or acts of terrorism? The 
GammaPix application can provide you with a timely 
warning of the presence of radioactivity using nothing 
more than your phone's camera. While it is NOT 
intended to replace detectors dedicated to ionizing 
radiation, it is a quick and convenient way to make 
preliminary threat estimates. 
Developed initially for several federal agencies, 
transforms your phone into a detector of ionizing 

radiation. GammaPix technology has been successfully tested in independent laboratories with calibrated sources. 
It was developed with the support of US Department of Defense, US Department of Homeland Security, and 
National Academy of Sciences of the USA. We were encouraged by these institutions to bring this technology to the 
public. 
• Provides Gamma radiation warnings 
• Several circumstances may compromise the measurement or cause the results to be inaccurate. 
• Monitoring will use ~1-5% of battery. Can warn you of radiation even when you are not using the application. 
• Initialization is required between 10 to 20 minutes before using the application for the first time. We know that 
this step discourages you a little, but it is really necessary for you to obtain the best results. Please, perform this 
step in a place where you know that there is no excess radioactivity, with the device cool and disconnected. 
• For the best results, make sure there are no lights going towards the camera when you run the GammaPix 
application. Placing the phone in your pocket or covering it with a book will make the application work correctly. 
• If there is no danger, a reading will require about 3 to 5 minutes. Hazardous levels will be reported in less time. 
Try Settings> Use the long third stage for a more sensitive reading! 
• The GammaPix application will not work on some phone models because optimization of the camera at low light 
levels generates "bright" images. 
• Not all phone models are calibrated. We will use your readings to provide a calibration for your model. The more 
readings you make, the sooner we will get a calibration. 
The full version does not require a network connection to work. 
- Fixes for Android O compatibility. Added more privacy options (GDPR) 
- Actualised: 1 of June 2018 
- Size:  13M 
- Price: first version for free, now 3.79 euros 
 
Users comments and assessment: 

 

https://www.abc.es/tecnologia/moviles-aplicaciones/20130817/abci-detecta-radiactividad-movil-201308171357.html
https://www.abc.es/tecnologia/moviles-aplicaciones/20130817/abci-detecta-radiactividad-movil-201308171357.html
https://www.abc.es/tecnologia/moviles-aplicaciones/20130817/abci-detecta-radiactividad-movil-201308171357.html
https://www.abc.es/tecnologia/moviles-aplicaciones/20130817/abci-detecta-radiactividad-movil-201308171357.html
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RadioactivityCounter 

Information source: http://www.hotray-info.de/html/radioactivity.html 

 

 
This App is not one of those numerous “fun apps”, but a true, really working radiation detector. We already did 
measurements for certain devices using professional equipment at the Helmholtz Research Center Munich, the 
scale we used for testing starts at 2-10 µGy/h up to 10 Gy/h (about 10Sv/h) with the latest measurements.  
More infos and instructions are now available on video.  
Updated infos about how to cover the lenses. Attention you need to cover the lense ALL THE TIME  when using the 
APP.  
We work on radiation measurements below 1 µSv/h. See FAQ pages for information on what can be measured and 
what is difficult or cannot be measured. Please have a look at our video on the adjust menu, we will make this 
calibration procedure much easier in the near future. Check the data tables for the Android devices used for 
converting the CPM values to a radiation value (in µGy/h  - set in the ADJUST MENU) for some of the devices 
(Android) we have  tested (otherwise please send us an e-mail). The iOS update 2.2 now available with support 
for iPhone 5/6 and front and backcam precalibrated.  
See here for an extended help with more images than available in the RadioactivityCounter Application's built in 
help. If you need specific help, if you have questions or comments, please do not hesitate to contact us!  
Look at the list: some devices are not very sensitive and not recommended.  
 

 

 

  

http://www.hotray-info.de/html/radioactivity.html
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Gamma Guard  

All camera detector functionality has been removed from GammaGuard. More information here: 

http://www.gammawatch.com/gammaguard-camera-detector-removal/ 

 

 

 
  

http://www.gammawatch.com/gammaguard-camera-detector-removal/
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2. Projects 
 

MAKING SENSE (GAMMA SENSE)  
Information source: http://making-sense.eu/campaigns/gamma-sense/ 

 

 
 
Measuring via Internet link that can be downloaded via mobile (or PC, tablet) with use of webcam: http://making-

sense.eu/measure-radiation-webcam/ 

 “This technology is implemented in several apps that are developed for smartphones. The gathered data is not 

available openly, and the app-approach makes the setup not really future-proof. The aim of the GammaSense pilot 

is to develop an emergency-infrastructure that can be deployed within minutes, by activating your (covered) 

webcam from a webpage. 

This project is the third Amsterdam-based pilot of the Making Sense program and is carried out in co-creation with 

citizens, activists, experts, (local) governments, institutes, hackers and designers. Partners in this project are WISE 

International and several Dutch municipalities.” 

Units: counts/min  

- Easy to use 

- No open sharing on data 

-  No tutorials on data interpretation, etc… 

 

Japanese post-Fukushima projects 

 
There are three major potable detectors in Japan, such as Radiation-Watch (shown in a later page), Safecast, and 

KURAMA. 

 

Safecast is the major Japanese radiation measurement project. We can prepare the detector from Safecast by our 

own.  Safecast's detector is larger than Radiation-Watch's one. Their detector system is reliability in Japan. But 

their detector is not connected GPS. The cost is 380-844 euros. So far about 350 users have contributed up to 50 

million measurements with about 1000 devices. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

KURAMA is the radiation measurement project by Kyoto University using a car. Their detector size is then largest 

in these three detector's size. But the measurement system is very simple and has connected to GPS. KURAMA-

mini is small handy type, which cost is about 3,800 euros.  
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3. Solid state or gaseous detectors connected to smartphones through a dedicated mobile apps 
 

Atom Simple (Web analysis in Russian) 

Information source: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.troitsk.dosimeter&hl=ru 

  
 

“The radiation dosimeter Atom Simple for the smartphone (hereinafter referred to as the dosimeter) is intended 
for the rapid assessment of the radiation situation on the ground, for monitoring the radiation purity of buildings, 
premises, transport, various items and building materials, the detection and localization of sources of ionizing 
radiation in everyday life and at work, and physical demonstrations, registration of X-rays, environmental studies. 
The dosimeter is a miniature device containing an ionizing radiation sensor (Geiger-Muller counter) and an 
electronic circuit necessary for its operation. To process, save and display information coming from the sensor, 
you use a smartphone or tablet computer running an iOS or Android operating system with a working special 
application available for free downloading in the AppStore or Google Play.” 
Units: microRh/h 
 
Up-dated: 4 June 2018  
Size: 3,5M 
Downloads: 10 000+ 
Requered versión: Android 4.0 and more 
 

Users comments and assessment: 

 
 

  

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.troitsk.dosimeter&hl=ru
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Gamma Sapiens (GS Ecotest) application (Ukraine)  

Information source: http://www.ecotestshop.com/dosimeters-and-radiometers/gamma-sapiens 
 

 
 

“To measure radiation, the program "GS Ecotest" with a gamma-
radiation detector "Gamma Sapiens" or with dosimeters MKS-05 
"TERRA", RKS-01 "STORA-TU" is used. The results of measurements 
on Bluetooth are continuously transmitted from "Gamma Sapiens" 
to "GS Ecotest" to a smartphone or tablet, they are recorded in the 
database, displayed on the map, tracks are placed, etc.” 
Units: microRh/h (current and accumulated doses) 
Uses: Bluetooth to transmit data 
 
 
 

The program "GS Ecotest" provides: 
- continuous information on the level of radiation and accumulated dose from the detector "Gamma Sapiens" on 
the smartphone via Bluetooth-interface in real time; 
- display of the received dosimetric information with GPS-coordinates on the terrain map; 
- automatic generation of tracks of dosimetric measurements by various criteria that are set by the user; 
- setting of one or several thresholds for dose rate and dose, when exceeding, light, sound and vibration alarms on 
the smartphone are triggered; 
- keeping the necessary dosimetric information (dose rate) in the relational database; 
- viewing of the dosimetric information stored in the Database (dose rate) for an arbitrary period of time; 
- export dosimetric measurements in kmz-files for viewing in Google Earth and Google Maps, with the ability to 
send over the Internet and placement in social networks; 
- use of the smartphone in normal mode - making and receiving calls, sending and receiving SMS, launching and 
running other programs, without interrupting the dosimetry measurement and without loss of dosimetry data; 
The detector "Gamma Sapiens" provides: 
- high dynamism and reliability of the results of dosimetric measurements; 
- Measurement of dose rate of gamma radiation in the range 0.1 - 5000 μSv / h; 
- measurement of the accumulated dose of γ-radiation in the range 0.001 - 9999 mSv; 
- reliable exchange of dosimetric information with a smartphone via Bluetooth at a distance of up to 5 m; 
- wide operating temperature range - from minus 18 ° С to plus 50 ° С; 
- overall dimensions of the detector - 19 mm x 40 mm x 95 mm; 
- mass of the detector without batteries - 50 g. 
Up-dated: 27 February 2017 
Size: 12M 
Downloads: 10 000+ 
Required versión: Android 2.2 and higher 

 
Users comments and assessment: 

  

http://www.ecotestshop.com/dosimeters-and-radiometers/gamma-sapiens
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Gamma Guard 
 
Information source: http://www.gammawatch.com/ 

 

         
 

GammaGuard allows a wireless connection to CT007 radiation detectors for enhanced functionality and an 

improved UI. 

• Provides a large, easy to read display. 

• Has the ability to interpret readings for non-technical users. 

• Uses one consistent user interface across all CT007 series detectors, so that there is only one system to learn.  

• Can automatically save data, including GPS coordinates, to a file and upload data to a central database, facilitating 

coordinated accident response. 

•  Alerts the user to elevated radiation levels, even when you are performing other tasks and GammaGuard is 

running in the background. 

• Displays the radiation level when the CT007 detector is up to 40 m away from the smartphone.  

•  Changes background from green, to yellow, to red, to indicate low, elevated, and high levels of radiation. 

• Can update the firmware on CT007 detectors, to ensure they are always up to date. 

• Fix for detector alarm not sounding in some circumstances. 

• Android 4.0.3 and further 
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Radiation Watch (UK) 
 

SmartLab 
 
Information source:  

http://www.radiation-watch.co.uk/smartlab 

 

Radiation-Watch's detector is the smallest in Japanese one. This detector is connected to iPhone, Android, and PC 

using USB cable, earphone jack, or Bluetooth. Cellar-phone has internet which is registered the GPS information 

and radiation measurement data. This cost is around 50euros+Import TAX+Import fee. 

 

 
 

Pocket Geiger 
 
Information taken from:  

http://www.radiation-watch.co.uk/pdfs/AION_A7_English.pdf 
 
Y. Ishigaki, Y. Matsumoto, R. Ichimiya, and K.Tanaka, Development of mobile radiation monitoring system utilizing 
smartphone and its field tests in Fukushima, IEEE Sens. J. 13 (2013), pp. 3520–3526. 

 

  

http://www.radiation-watch.co.uk/smartlab
http://www.radiation-watch.co.uk/pdfs/AION_A7_English.pdf
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Atom Swift dosimeter 

Information source:  
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.youratom.scid&hl=ru 

 

The application for a wireless gadget-dosimeter. 
The Atom Swift Mapping Marker on the scintillator for a smartphone and tablet is a miniature scintillation search 
detector. 
In the offline mode it monitors the radiation background: 
- signals that thresholds are exceeded by sound signals 
- signals about its operability by clicks 
- Indicates the battery charge status 
- gives a signal, if you call him from your smartphone 
If you have a smartphone / tablet with a GPS sensor: 
- connects to the smartphone via the bluetooth channel 
- the detector transmits information to the smartphone on the registration of radiation on-line 
- smartphone on google maps expose radiation activity marks every two meters on-line 
- the smartphone monitor is used as a monitor for the detector readings 
Units: microRh/h (accumulated dose mRh) 
 
The maps show the walking route. 
Weight 18g. 3 months battery life on one battery. 
 
The sensitivity of the detector is about 2000 imp / mkR, which is approximately 25 times greater than the 
sensitivity of the gas-discharge counter SBM20 used in Atom Simple and Atom Tag dosimeter models. 
The figure is approximate, since there is an energy dependence of the sensitivity and it has a different form in the 
SBM20 and the scintillation detector. 
  

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.youratom.scid&hl=ru
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DO-RA 

Information source:  

https://www.ferra.ru/ru/games/news/2011/11/16/do-ra-Android/ 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=ru.dora.android 

    
 
“Note that application requires Do-Ra device connected to the smartphone via microphone plug to measure 
radiation level and doze. If you don't have one, you could run the app in emulation mode. For more information 
about Do-Ra project check http://intersofteurasia.ru. 
DO-RA is the personal dosimeter and radiometer suitable for everyday use: monitoring of background radiation 
level (equivalent dose rate of gamma radiation) and personal doze estimation during the measurement time. 
See radiation data collected across the world and make your own contribution to the radiation safety map with 
DO-RA device and software.” 
 
App does not send emulator-generated radiation values to server. Only real values calculated by hardware DO-RA 
device intended to send. 
Wi-Fi is recommended. 
Up-dated: 28 August 2014 
Size: 3,3M 
Dowloads: 50.000+ 
Requires Android 
Iteractive elements: Users interact, share the localization 
Markers sent by previous versions of app (before 3.2.0) are always green regardless of radiation level. 
Markers updated last time more than one year ago are not displayed. 
 
Users comments and assessment (Spanish version): 

https://www.ferra.ru/ru/games/news/2011/11/16/do-ra-Android/
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=ru.dora.android
http://intersofteurasia.ru/
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4. Web freely accessible public maps of measurements both official and cplelcted by citizens 

European Atlas of Natural Radiation 

https://remap.jrc.ec.europa.eu/Help/Default.aspx 
The European Radiological Data Exchange Platform (EURDEP) is a network for the exchange of radiological 
monitoring data between most European countries. The EURDEP network is currently used by participating 
countries for the continuous exchange of data from their national radiological monitoring networks in almost real-
time. Continuously (routine and emergency) each organization makes data available on an hourly basis. Freely 
accessible public maps allow viewing the monitoring data in a simple, intuitive way. The map will show the latest 
Gamma Dose Rate aggregated averages from the approximately 5000 European gamma-dose stations. 
 

 

Japan Radiation Map 

Information on the Japan Radiation Map can be found at: https://jciv.iidj.net/map/ 

 

 

German map 

A good example is in Germany where roughly 1,800 measuring stations monitor the background radiation as a 
key early warning system in the event of nuclear accidents.  

The measuring data are made available to the public via a public website (odlinfo.bfs.de).  
• Optimized for mobile devices 
• No need to install a separate app 
• Makes it possible to view the nearest measuring station and its data conveniently from almost any 

location in Germany 
• The measuring stations located in a specified region of Germany can be found quickly and easily via an 

interactive map.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
The measuring network of 1,800 probes all over Germany ODL-INFO: the responsive website optimised 

for all common mobile devices 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Open-radiation.org (France) 

https://remap.jrc.ec.europa.eu/Help/Default.aspx
https://jciv.iidj.net/map/
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The project can be used to centralise environmental radioactivity measurements by citizens, both in France 
and worldwide, and allow all users to view these measurements on a dynamic map. Participants in the data 

collection process can use collaborative tools, to comment on or to discuss. The site can also be used by 
groups (associations, school classes, etc.) to create dedicated spaces for their specific projects focusing on 

measuring environmental radioactivity. 

A dosimeter was developed as part of the OpenRadiation project and can be used to send data directly to the 

OpenRadiation site. In general, the system is designed to be "open", and the idea is to allow users to take 
measurements using other dosimeters. In practice, interfaces will be progressively launched to allow data to 

be transferred by other systems such as SafeCast. Data can also be entered in the site manually or loaded in 

the form of a file. 

The data collected is open data and the main software applications used are open source. In addition to its 
primary interest for the public, the data base could be used by scientists and experts, particularly in the event 

of a crisis. On this basis, OpenRadiation is a citizen science project. 
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ANNEX II. The list of dosemeters used by the survey respondents 

(preliminary results of the Survey WP1 of SHAMISEN SINGS project) 

 

The preliminary results of the English version of the SHAMISEN SINGS Survey (78 respondents by 1st of 
September 2018) shows that though the majority of them were of higher education (73% - university 
degree and 10% - PhD level), ¾ part of them were not aware of existing Apps on radiation 
measurements. However, the situation was an opposite in the respondents who were from Ukraine and 
Belarus, for example (countries affected by the previous nuclear accident): 77% and 86% of responders 
correspondently to these countries knew about the apps and tools on measurements of radiation: 

  

And some responders, those, who were aware about existing such Apps or tools, could not 
name any. Those apps or tools for radiation measurements that were known by responders 
are shown in the Table A1. below: 

Table A1. Titles of tools and apps for measurements of radiation named by responders of the WP1 
SHAMISEN SINGS Survey: 

 

Survey version Apps name N of users 

English  Safecast 4 
  D-Shuttle 3 
  DO-RA, RADEX 1 
  Gammapix 2 
  dosimeter, glass-badge 1 
  WikiSense, Smart Geiger Counter 1 
  Radioactivity Counter  2 
 Polishmart 3 
  Medgadget, TrackYourDose 1 
  Radioaktivitäts Zähler 1 
Ukranian https://ecotestgroup.com/products/gamma-sapiens/ 1 
  GS ecotest 2 
  Various dosemeters RadiaScan 1 
  Smart weights  1 
Russian digital dosemeter 1 
  personal dosimeter 1 
  "sosna"(Belarus) 1 
Spanish Safecast 1 
  Digital dosimeter 1 
  Personal Dosimeter 4 
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  Smart Geiger Counter Nuclear Radiation Dosimeter 2 
  CMOS 1 
  Biological dosimetry 1 
  TLD 1 
Italian RadioactivityCounter, GammaPix 1 
  TLD, dosimetry pen 1 
French SAFECAST 3 
  Pocket Geiger 2 
  OpenRadiation 3 
  Dosirad 1 
  Dom410 Spp3 dosibulles stylo dosimètre Dgtrop etc 1 
  Babyline - compteurs Geiger 1 
  Densimetre 2 
  GammaPix Lite 1 
Japanese Radio‐photoluminescence glass dosimeters 5 
  Personal dosimeters (name not shown) 4 
  GM counter 8 
  Dosimeter (name not shown) 10 
  D-Shuttle 8 
  GammaPix 2 
  NaI(Tl) scintillation survey meter 2 
  Polimaster 1 
  Whole body counter 2 
  Radio‐photoluminescence glass dosimeters 5 

 


